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A comprehensive menu of Five Rise Locks And from Bradford covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Will Green likes about Five Rise Locks And:
stopped at caffe during a week walk along the canal. the caffe was not too busy. the service was good and
friendly staff. we chose a chicken and specksalat, feta and olivensalat. both bowls of salat had fresh veg,

consisting of small precious salat, tomato, cucumber, pfeffer and wobbles. there were many toppings on both.
the salads came with a ranch sauce that strengthened the fresh taste. a pot tee and mocha with tw... read more.

What Patricia Roberts doesn't like about Five Rise Locks And:
The five-wheel lock café is surprisingly located on the canal at the top of the five ascent locks in bingley. the

menu is that of an average caffe with breakfast, hot and cold sandwichs, jackenkartoffeln salad, cramp and cake.
we ordered us until we got our drinks and said they would let us eat ours. I went for a cup of tea that assured that
it was yorkshire tea. my friend ordered a coffee. we have tried to sit outsi... read more. At Five Rise Locks And in
Bradford you can taste delicious vegetarian menus, that are free from any animal meat or fish, Furthermore, you
can get sweet treats, cake, small snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. Additionally, there are a
plethora of iconic British meals on the card guaranteed to satiate every Anglophile's hunger, for breakfast they

serve a varied breakfast here.
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Salad�
SALAD

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Desser�
BROWNIE

Sweet� & Dessert�
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE

Breakfas� Men�
ENGLISH BREAKFAST

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
MOCHA

CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

FETA

CUCUMBER

CHOCOLATE

CARAMEL

BACON

TOMATO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -17:00
Tuesday 10:00 -17:00
Wednesday 10:00 -17:00
Thursday 10:00 -17:00
Friday 10:00 -17:00
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